Original Classics MB-trac Fleet

Silver stars
remain special

Almost 20 years after production of the Mercedes-Benz MB-trac range came to an end, the German-built tractors
are still held in very high regard by many operators. Evidence of this can be found at Tibenham in Norfolk, where contractor,
farm machinery dealer and long-standing MB-trac enthusiast Tim Matthews still operates several of the versatile
machines in his frontline working fleet. Chris Lockwood went to find out why the ageing MB-tracs hold such an attraction.
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ROM ITS LAUNCH IN 1973 through to
the end of production in 1991, the innovative
Mercedes-Benz MB-trac ‘systems’ tractor
achieved considerable success on the UK market.
Although used in a transport-first role by some
owners, the versatile MB-trac wasn’t out of place in
the field, and with its generous ground clearance
and useful rear load deck also made an ideal base
for a demount sprayer.
With the passage of time, tidy examples with
below-average hours are becoming harder to find as
they are gradually snapped up by enthusiasts and
collectors. One such enthusiast is Tim Matthews
from Tibenham, Norfolk, who has been running and
trading MB-tracs for over 20 years.
Tim’s involvement with Mercedes-Benz products
began with the purchase of a Unimog from
Lincolnshire in the mid-1980s. The Unimog was
This 1988 MB-trac 1600 Turbo is the pride of
the Matthews fleet and can usually be
found attached to a Hesston
4750 or 4900 big square baler.
It was purchased second-hand in
1998 and has now done an
impressive 10,500 hours.
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driven home to Norfolk and subsequently performed
well, towing large flatbed trailers in conjunction
with the Matthews’ straw business.
It was the impressive performance of the
Unimog that encouraged Tim to buy his first MBtrac, a Y-registered 1300 model. At the time he was
running mainly Ford and Fordson tractors, models
like the Major and 5000. The 1300 replaced a Ford
5000 that Tim had fitted with a six-cylinder engine
to provide the extra power required to drive a large
square baler. The MB-trac 1300 was a massive step
up from the Fordson, offering, among other features,
a much faster top speed for road work, a superior
ride courtesy of its suspension and full air-brakes.
However, its as-purchased condition left a lot to be
desired and it had to be pushed on to the low-loader
when it was collected from local dealer ECF.

As the years passed, Tim continued buying and
selling MB-tracs, although as a rule he often
retained the better examples for his own hay and
straw work. In total, he reckons over 50 MB-tracs
have passed through his yard since the mid-1980s,
some of them more than once.
Back then, Tim was baling and carting over
10,000 acres of straw and running four Hesston big
square balers and four Welgers. Those days are well
and truly gone, mainly because the livestock sector
has changed beyond recognition and dairy farmers
in particular have almost disappeared. Combined
with the massive hikes in transport costs to haul
straw over to the West Country, it’s clear to see why
the demand has now tailed off sharply.
A few years ago Tim regularly baled 250,000
conventional straw bales a year, as well as
thousands of big square Hesstons. Now it’s all either
full-size Hesston bales or mini-Hesstons, although
some of the hay is still made into small bales where
there is a demand, the rest going into mini-Hesstons.
Nowadays, the Matthews employ six full-time
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MB-TRAC
BENEFITS
Very economical to run
Air-brakes as standard
Suspension
Fast road speeds
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Above: Norfolk contractor Tim Matthews
has a real passion for all things MB-trac
and currently runs a fleet of five as part of
his contracting business.
Above Right: Tom Lord still helps Tim parttime and can usually be found on the MBtrac 800 turning hay.
Bottom: Tim also deals in MB-tracs. The MBtrac 800 model on the left is currently
awaiting a new owner, while the example
on the right forms part of his own working
fleet.

Above: The majority of Tim Matthews’ hardworking MB-trac tractors, from left to right: 800
(currently for sale), 800 (1985), 1000 (1986), 1300
Turbo (1988) and 1300 (1985).
Below: This 1985 MB-trac 800 joined the fleet in
2003. It now has nearly 10,000 hours on the
clock and is regularly used for hay-turning and
baling. Photo: Claire Matthews.
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staff and farm 160 acres of their own land – all
down to grass for hay – from which Tim aims to get
two cuts of quality fodder each year. In addition to
this, they still put 4000 acres of straw through three
big square Hesston balers. Tim also specialises in
demolition work and concrete crushing, as well as
buying, selling and exporting machinery, and
breaking old sugar beet harvesters, including models

from Matrot, Moreau, Riecam and Vervaet, for parts.
The family ran Unimogs for many years, but with
the recent changes in the law, particularly
concerning the usage of red diesel, the Unimogs
have been replaced by a pair of commercial vehicles,
the remaining haulage being carried out by tractors.
Tim still likes having a few good MB-tracs around
the farm, and there are currently no less than five
examples in regular frontline use in his main
working fleet.
Although the market for second-hand MB-tracs
has changed, he still enjoys sourcing the tractors,
some of which are exported. As might be expected,
Germany used to be a very popular export
destination, but the Germans are now mainly only
interested in the later models.
The current flagship and the longest-serving
member of the Matthews working fleet is a soughtafter 1600 Turbo model. When it was first introduced
in 1987, the MB-trac 1600 Turbo was the flagship of
the range and was the most powerful model made
by the company up to that date. Power was supplied
by a turbo-charged six-cylinder Mercedes-Benz OM
366A engine with a capacity of 5.96 litres and a
power output of 156hp at 2400rpm. The gearbox
offered 16 forward and 16 reverse speeds and a top
speed of 40kph, making the MB-trac 1600 one of
the fastest agricultural machines on the road. It also
offered a useful lift capacity of 6500kg.
Tim’s 1600 Turbo originally came from a farm at

Wymondham, Norfolk, where it had been supplied
new in 1988 by local dealer Stalham Engineering.
Tim became the second owner in 1995 and since
then he has used it to power a Hesston big square
baler every summer, either a 4750 or 4900 model.
When it’s not driving the baler the big MB-trac 1600
is used for haulage work and mowing grass for hay.
Although the 1600 Turbo now has an impressive
10,500 hours under its belt, Tim reports that he’s had
no problems whatsoever with the tractor, apart from
the ‘usual’ clutch changes every few thousand
hours. Despite fielding regular enquiries, he remains
adamant that his prized 1600 Turbo is definitely not
for sale.
A second tractor from the ‘large’ series of MBtracs, this time a 1300 Turbo model, joined the fleet
in 1998. The MB-trac 1300 Turbo was introduced in
1987 at the same time as the 1400 Turbo and 1600
Turbo models and was powered by the same OM
366A engine, albeit de-rated to produce a maximum
of 125hp.
Tim’s E-registered 1300 Turbo was new in 1988
and originally came from a farm in Leicestershire
where, like many MB-tracs, it was eventually
replaced by a JCB Fastrac. The tractor has now done
just under 10,000 hours and is mainly used for
trailer work, plus also some mowing with front and
rear mowers, work for which its front linkage and
PTO are particularly handy.
Impressed by the performance of his original

1300 and the younger E-registered 1300 Turbo, Tim
bought another example in 1999. This tractor was
deemed to be too good to sell and ended up
becoming part of the long-term working fleet. It is a
slightly older 1300 model from the earlier series of
large MB-tracs introduced in 1976. Unlike the later
models, it doesn’t have ‘turbo’ written on the
bonnet, but is nonetheless powered by a six-cylinder
turbo OM 352A motor with a displacement of 5.68
litres and a rating of 125hp.
The 1300 joined Tim’s fleet from the Cambridge
Machinery Sales in 1999. First registered on a B-

plate in 1985, it had only done 3000 hours when it
arrived at Tibenham and was in immaculate
condition. Since then, it has clocked around 600
hours a year on average, mainly carting bales with
large flatbed trailers or stacking bales in the field
with a bale carrier.
Tim reports that the tractor’s service record has
been very good, with just the usual wear and tear
items requiring replacement, such as the clutch and
a hydraulic pump.
As well as running three of the more unusual
larger series of MB-tracs, which Tim feels are
superior in terms of their reliability, he also uses a
couple of smaller models – a 1000 and an 800 – for
lighter work. Dating from 1985, the MB-trac 800 has
been at Tibenham since 2003 and was purchased
specifically to carry out hay-turning duties and
trailer work. It is powered by a 75hp naturallyaspirated four-cylinder 3.78-litre Mercedes-Benz OM
314 engine and is showing 9816 hours on the clock.
The main job for this tractor is turning hay with a 7m
Claas Volto.
The slightly larger six-cylinder MB-trac 1000 is
the latest addition to the working fleet and joined
the ranks earlier this year. The C-registered tractor
came from a large estate in Northamptonshire and
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Left: Each of these MB-tracs, apart from
the 800 model at the far end, plays an
active role in the Matthews’ farming
operation, many clocking hundreds of
hours each year.
Main Picture: Tim acquired his 1985 MB-trac
1300, left, in 1999 and has put around 600
hours on the clock every year since then,
mainly carrying out bale carting. With its
fast road speed, it’s very well suited to this
type of haulage work.

was retained after Tim considered it to be too good
to export. The clock on this tractor is currently
showing 9530 hours.
Power is supplied by a 5.68-litre OM 352 engine
with a rating of 95hp. The 1000 is mainly used for
rowing up hay in front of the balers, as well as
mowing and some light carting duties. The
gearboxes in the smaller models are not considered
to be as strong as those fitted to the ‘large series’,
but this hasn’t been a problem with either of Tim’s
tractors.
His main working tractors were joined during
our photo shoot by a second, slightly earlier MB-trac
800 from 1984. This machine, however, is only a
temporary visitor and is currently being offered for
sale.
With parts becoming harder to find and more

expensive, and most items now obsolete, the
temptation to break a used MB-trac is certainly
great. However, after a few years of breaking
second-hand MB-tracs for parts, Tim is reluctant to
break any more now because he feels the German
tractors have become too valuable. In the near
future, however, he does intend to offer new
replacement tinwork for the tractors.
When asked why he still runs MB-tracs, Tim lists
quite a few reasons. “We run MB-tracs because
they’re fast, very economical and well-specced with
air-brakes, front linkage and suspension,” he says.
“Unlike most tractors of the time they also have
1000/540 PTO at the touch of a lever without having
to change shafts. They’re also fully road legal and
with a brake on each wheel they are safer than
many other tractors.”

Tim Matthews’ MB-trac fleet
Tractor

Power

Year

Purchased

Hours

Role

1600 Turbo

156

1988

1995

10,500

Baling

1300 Turbo

125

1988

1998

9962

Mowing

1300

125

1985

1999

9000

Carting

1000

95

1986

2010

9530

Hay turning

800

75

1985

2003

9816

Hay turning
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Thanks to the suspension the ride is generally
superior to most other tractors, which makes them
ideal for Tim’s work, which often involves a lot of
road work.
“When it was first launched, the MB-trac was
more road-legal than anything else on the market –
Mercedes-Benz were well ahead of the
competition,” he adds. “The likes of Ford, DB and IH
didn’t have anything that could match the MB-trac.
“These days more and more people seem to be
collecting these tractors, although the main demand
still seems to come from people who want to use
them for road work. With a top speed of up to
40mph they are ideal for this type of work.”
In general, Tim reports that the larger MB-tracs
are well proven and have very few problems. “We
like to treat the MBs well and although we do put a
good load on them we definitely don’t abuse them.”
The smaller series can apparently be more
troublesome and the gearbox usually appears to be
the weakest area if subjected to rough treatment.
Despite the fact that nearly all his tractors have
around 10,000 hours on their clocks, Tim is confident
he can get at least another 10 years out of most of
them.
The JCB Fastrac is often regarded as the spiritual
successor to the MB-trac, and Tim does dabble in
these, as well currently running a Fastrac 155-65 in
his own fleet. Despite this, he doesn’t rate them as
highly as the MB-tracs.
“They are good tractors, but not half as
economical, reliable or well-built as the MercedesBenz machines,” he says. “Having said all that, we
get on OK with them for our type of work.”
Tim is always looking for all types of MB-tracs,
no matter what the condition, as well as any MBtrac parts, and can be contacted on 07860 865435.

